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A B S T R A C T

We reported a facile and bio-inspired strategy for obtaining antireflective (AR) coating through
polymerization-induced self-wrinkling. Upon irradiation of light, the complex wrinkle micro-patterns
with different morphologies were generated spontaneously on the surface of coating during photo-cross-
linking, which enables the photo-curing coating can decrease reflection. The resulting photo-curing
coating exhibits a high transmittance over 90% and low reflection below 5% � 8%, with an efficiency anti-
reflection of 4% � 7% compared to the flat blank coating. The successful application of these AR coatings
with wrinkles pattern to encapsulate the thin film solar cells results in appreciable photovoltaic
performance improvement of more than 4% � 8%, which benefits from the decrease of the light reflection
and increase of optical paths in the photoactive layer by the introduction of wrinkling pattern.
Furthermore, the efficiency improvements of the solar cells are more obvious, with a remarkable increase
of 8.5%, at oblique light incident angle than that with vertical light incident angle
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Antireflective coatings (AR coatings) play a pivotal role in the
increasing performance of optical components and photovoltaic/
optoelectronic devices by increasing light transmission in optical
systems as well as eliminating undesired reflections and glare [1–
10]. To this end, many fabricating approaches, so-called top-down
manufacturing, have been developed to produce the AR coatings
including lithography [11–13], etching [13,14], nano-imprinting
[15], roll-to-roll [16], and so on [8,17]. However, most of these top-
down approaches are restricted by their multi-step processes
involving complicated serial treating and expensive instruments,
which decrease convenience and increase cost. In contrast to the
technological fabrication, biological systems provide numerous
examples of bottom-up strategies that could directly develop the
function into their intricate architectures. Compound eyes of
moths and other insects, for instance, as one of the highlighted
examples, enable the direct growth of micropatterned anti-
reflection coating with a curvilinear design of packed papillae-
like ommatidia, which can focus light onto the internal photo-
receptors and effectively decrease optical reflectance [18–20].
Inspired by the biology, to develop a bottom-up approach for AR
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coating mimicked the natural moth-eye is fascinating and
challenging. Unfortunately, most of the traditional self-assembly
techniques are not compatible with standard micro-fabrication,
impeding scale-up to an industrial-scale fabrication [21]. Addi-
tionally, conventional self-assembly is limited to the creation of
close-packed structures, whereas natural moth-eye AR coatings
exhibit non-close-packing characteristics [19]. Generally, the
biological surface patterns form spontaneously from the intersys-
tem to the surface through one-step. So akin to the biological
method, it is ideal to fabricate the complex patterned AR coatings
through the complete “self-organizing” approach.

Recently, we have developed a one-step and bottom-up
technology for preparing UV-induced wrinkling which combines
the self-assembly of fluorinated additives with the volume
shrinkage mismatch of top and inter multi-functional acrylate
system for creating a large variety of macro/nano-structured films
[22–24]. Based on this bottom-up technology of self-wrinkling, the
complex patterned surface in large-scale was formed spontane-
ously from the intersystem to the surface through one step, which
is akin to the biologic self-organizing method to generate wrinkled
surface in nature. This approach for wrinkles is bottom-up and akin
to the biological self-organizing method for generating a patterned
surface in nature and can therefore be carried out easily over large
areas at low cost [22–26]. Just like natural moth-eyes [18,20], it is
well known that the complex patterns in nano & micro-scale can
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Fig. 2. (a-d) SEM and (e-h) AFM images showing the anti-reflection surface coating
with wrinkling pattern prepared by acrylate cross-linker TMPTA and fluorinated
polymers (a, e) PMMA-F, (b, f) PBA-F, (c, g) PS-F and (d, h) PEGMA-F, respectively.
The inset on the left bottom are the photos of water contact angles determined on
the corresponding antireflective coating surface with wrinkling pattern prepared by
different fluorinated polymers. The inset on the right upper is the magnification of
the corresponding SEM images, and the scale bar is 5 mm.
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reduce the light reflection of coating surface because of light
trapping. Also, the one-step photopolymerization enable the facile
and robust approach for large scale preparation [24,27]. Motivated
by the feasibility of self-wrinkling strategy to produce pattern, thus
we herein extend our previous work on UV-induced self-wrinkling
to prepare bio-inspired photo-curing coating with anti-reflection.
With the different fluorinated copolymers, a series of biomimetic
micro-structure with different morphology and size were one-step
prepared as illustrated in Fig. 1 and the corresponding optical
properties resulted from the incorporation of UV-induced wrinkles
were focused on. Results indicate that the transmittance and anti-
reflection of the photo-curing coating can be enhanced by the
wrinkle pattern. The encapsulation of the thin film solar cells by
the photo-curing coating can lead to obvious enhancement of its
power conversion efficiency (PCE).

The procedure for developing the anti-reflection surface
coating with wrinkling pattern is illustrated in Fig. 1a. Firstly,
fluorinated copolymers with different monomers such as methyl
methacrylate, n-butylacrylate, styrene, poly(ethylene oxide) dime-
thacrylate (named as PMMA-F, PBA-F, PS-F and PEGMA-F,
respectively, and detailed information seen Fig. 1b and
Scheme S1 in Supporting information) as additives were dissolved
in the acrylate crosslinker trimethylpropane triacrylate (TMPTA)
with 0.3 wt% photoinitiator Irgacure 907, respectively. The mixed
solution was then coated on the surface of glass substrate or solar
cells by knife coating technique. Due to the low surface energy of
the fluorinated chains, the fluorinated polymers additives can self-
assemble at the interface which is open to the air to form the top
layer. When the coating was exposed under UV light, the different
shrinkage induced by photopolymerization between top and bulk
layer can cause compressive stress, resulting in the wrinkle pattern
simultaneously.

Figs. 2a–d show scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of
the photo-curing coating surface with wrinkling pattern induced
by PMMA-F, PBA-F, PS-F and PEGMA-F, respectively. The worm-like
wrinkling pattern generated with PMMA-F and different nipple-
like wrinkling patterns were obtained by PBA-F, PS-F and PEGMA-F,
respectively. The different morphology is maybe due to the
different structure and modulus of the fluorinated polymer
additives. The characteristic period and amplitude of wrinkle
pattern were investigated by the atomic force microscope (AFM)
analysis. As shown in Figs. 2e–h, for PMMA-F induced wrinkles, the
average period and amplitude are approximately 600 nm and
90 nm, respectively. For PBA-F and PEGMA-F induced wrinkles, the
average period is approximately 800 nm and 1100 nm, respectively.
Fig. 1. (a) The whole strategy to prepare the anti-reflection surface coating with
wrinkle pattern. (b) Chemical structures of acrylate cross-linker and fluorinated
copolymers used in this work.
For PS-F induced wrinkles, the average period and amplitude
decrease obviously, and are approximately 300 nm and 60 nm,
respectively, however, the PS-F induced wrinkling coating exhibits
the larger aspect ratio among these wrinkling AR coatings, which is
caused by the highest surface modulus of PS-F [22]. These results
indicated that the morphology of wrinkling pattern can be tuned,
and is dependent on the fluorinated polymers. It should be noted
that the wrinkles pattern could enhance the hydrophobic
properties of the photo-curing coating obviously. As shown in
Figs. 2a–d, the water contact angles (WCA) of the photo-curing
coating with wrinkle patterns are much bigger than that of the
TPMPA wrinkle-free blank coating (70�). The WCA values of the
PMMA-F and PS-F induced wrinkling films are approximately 120�

and 126�, respectively, which are a little smaller than that of PBA-F
induced wrinkling film (�140�). This might be due to the surface
roughness of the PBA-F containing coating is bigger than that of the
PMM-F and PS-F. The good hydrophobic property of the photo-
curing wrinkling coating should be due to the synergistic effect of
the micropattern and fluorinated chain in the surface, suggesting
the resulting coating with wrinkles can possess a self-cleaning
function and be used as coating for some devices placed in the
outdoor. Fig. S1 (Supporting information) shows the optical
photographs of the UV-induced wrinkles coated silicon wafer
under strong light, it can be observed that the mirror images of the
strong light in the UV-induced wrinkles coated samples are dim
compared with the uncoated samples, indicating that the UV-
induced wrinkles exhibit the potential for reducing the light
reflection. The shimmering iridescence should be ascribed to the
strong thin-film interfere and light scattering, resulting from the
introduction of wrinkles on the surface [28–30]. The wrinkling
microstructures increase the optical path length through the
photoactive layer and trap more light into the interface thus can
influence more absorption of light [31,32].

To evaluate the optical properties of the wrinkling AR coating,
the transmittance and reflectance of these wrinkling AR coatings
as well as blank TMPTA coating were studied by UV–vis–NIR
Spectrophotometer with integrating sphere in a wavelength range
from 400 nm to 1200 nm. As shown in Fig. 3a, the blank TMPTA film
exhibits an average reflectivity approximately 12.5% for the whole



Fig. 3. Reflective curves of (a) blank coating, wrinkling AR coating prepared with
PMMA-F/TMPTA, PBA-F/TMPTA, PS-F/TMPTA, PEGMA-F/TMPTA and (b) the
corresponding packaged a-Si thin film solar cells.

Fig. 4. (a) I-V characteristics of the device 1 (a) with blank coating and PS-F induced
wrinkling AR coating under incident angle of 0� and 60� , respectively. (b) External
quantum efficiency (EQE) curves of the device 1# under 0� incident angle with
blank coating prepared with PTMPTA and wrinkling AR coating with PS-F/TMPTA,
respectively. The inset shows the photo picture of blank coating prepared with
PTMPTA and AR coating with PS-F/PTMPTA encapsulated solar cells, respectively.
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wavelength range, while the reflectivity of the PMMA-F, PBA-F, PS-
F and PEGMA-F induced wrinkling AR coating decreased to 8%, 6%,
5% and 6%, respectively. These results achieve a same good AR
performance of �5% for single-side AR coatings fabricated by
complicated top-down processes [8,11–15]. All the wrinkling AR
coatings exhibit much lower reflectivity than the flat blank coating
due to the gradual aggregation of the fluorinated copolymer, which
provides a gradual change of effective refractive index from air to
the films and wrinkling patterns increase the internal scattering of
incident light and effectively decrease the light reflection.
Furthermore, we applied various wrinkling AR coating induced
by different fluorinated polymers as well as blank TMPTA films to
encapsulate a-Si thin film solar cells in one side. Fig. 3b shows the
reflectance spectra of the bare a-Si solar cell device and devices
coated with flat TMPTA, PBA-F and PS-F induced wrinkling TMPTA
films measured with 8� incident angle. It can be seen that the
reflectance of the bare device is approximately 28% for
400 � 800 nm wavelength range, which was decreased by ca.
4.5% with packaging of PS-F induced wrinkling AR coating. And the
reflectivity of devices coated wrinkling films decreased more
obviously in a wavelength range from 800 nm to 1200 nm
compared with that of the bare devices.

The transmittance spectra corresponding to various wrinkling
AR coating induced by different fluorinated polymers as well as
blank TMPTA films were collected with incident angle of 0�

(vertical) and 60�, respectively (Fig. S2 in Supporting information).
The cured blank TMPTA film shows �91.5% transmittance for the
wavelength range of 400 � 800 nm with vertical incident angle. A
drastic drop below the wavelength 400 nm might be due to the
light absorption due to the photo initiator residues. The PMMA-F
and PS-F induced wrinkling AR coatings show similar spectra and a
little transmittance enhancement for 400 � 800 nm wavelength
range. While the PBA-F and PEGMA-F induced wrinkling AR
coatings exhibit different spectra compared to the blank TMPTA
film. An obvious transmittance decease below 480 nm for PBA-F
induced wrinkling film and 450 nm for PEGMA-F induced
wrinkling film, and a continue transmittance increase for
500 � 800 nm wavelength range for both PBA-F and PEGMA-F
induced wrinkling AR coatings are observed. The drastic drop
below the wavelength 500 nm for PBA-F and PEGMA-F induced
wrinkling AR coatings is attributed to not only the light absorption
of the photo initiator residues but also the light scattering due to a
large period of nipple micropattern compared with the wavelength
of incident light. The continue transmittance increase for
500 � 800 nm wavelength range is maybe due to the mixed sizes
of the wrinkling patterns. When the incident light angle changed to
60�, the transmittance of all the TMPTA films decreased. However,
the PMMA-F, PBA-F, PS-F and PEGMA-F induced wrinkling TMPTA
films showed 3%, 5%, 9% and 8% enhancement of the transmittance
compared with the blank TMPTA film (Fig. S2b in Supporting
information).

AR coating with wrinkling microstructures on the air side of the
glass can increase the internal scattering of incident light and
reduce optical losses due to air-glass-reflection at interface,
effectively enhancing light harvesting efficiencies in solar cells
[31–33]. Considering the well performance of lowest reflection and
highest transmittance, the PS-F induced wrinkling AR coating with
the highest aspect ratio was selected to encapsulate the thin film
solar cells compared with the flat blank coated solar cells as
reference to further evaluate the ability of wrinkling patterns to
manipulate optical reflection. Three groups of tandem a-Si thin
film solar cells packaged by PS-F induced wrinkling AR coating or
flat blank TMPTA film as reference were tested using a solar
simulator under the standard condition of AM 1.5G illumination
[31] (1000 mW/cm2, 25 �C), respectively. Fig. 4a presents the
typical current density-voltage (J-V) characteristics of a-Si solar
cells with flat cured TMPTA and PS-F induced wrinkling TMPTA
films coating at an incident angle of 0� and 60�, respectively. A
stable open-circuit voltage (Voc) of 2.2 V and fill factor (FF) of 67.2%
were observed for the three polymer solar cells. While the short-
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circuit current density (Jsc) undergone a large change with surface
wrinkling microstructures. For the flat blank devices, the average
Jsc is around 8.0 mA/cm2. And the devices which coated with PS-F
induced wrinkling film exhibited an averaged Jsc approximately
8.3 mA/cm2. It can be seen that the flat TMPTA coating devices
shown no increase of Jsc, however, the PS-F induced wrinkling AR
coating packaged devices exhibited �4% enhancement of Jsc
compared to that of the flat blank coating packaged devices. A
comparison of the two spectra indicates a modest increase (4.5%)
in current generation for the thin film solar cell encapsulated by
wrinkling AR coating (12.3%) compared to that encapsulated by flat
blank coating (11.8%). This increase in photocurrent generation is
uniform across the range of wavelengths explored. Note that the
PCE of devices packaged by wrinkling AR coating is higher yet, with
an 8.5% increase compared with that of the devices by flat blank
coating when the incident angle changed to 60�.

Furthermore, the external quantum efficiency (EQE) spectra of
these devices were measured by using a QEX10 quantum efficiency
measurement system [32,33], as shown in Fig. 4b. As expected, the
EQE spectrum of devices packaged by wrinkling AR coating shows a
5% increase in the average EQE in the visible range of the solar
spectrum compared with that of devices packaged by flat blank
coating. The EQE enhancement for devices packaged by wrinkling
AR coating relative to those by flat blank coating suggests an
effective optical path that is greater in the visible range, correspond-
ing to 95% light absorption. Tables S1 and S2 (Supporting
information) summarize the photovoltaic performance data of solar
cells packaged by wrinkling AR coating contrast to these devices by
flat blank coating from three parallel controlled trials. Fig. S3
(Supporting information) depicts the structure of the a-Si thin film
solar cell and the PCE enhance mechanism by AR coating with
wrinkling pattern. The introduction of wrinkles decreases the light
reflection and creates the longer optical paths in the photoactive
layer, increasing the probability of photon absorption [31,32]. On
the other hand, all the wrinkling AR coatings exhibit much lower
reflectivity than the flat blank coating due to the gradual
aggregation of the fluorinated copolymer that provides a gradual
change of effective refractive index from air to the films, effectively
trapping the light into the active layer of devices [1].

In conclusion, we developed a facile and bio-inspired strategy
for obtaining AR coating with wrinkling micropattern whose
morphology and size can be tunable. The transmittance and anti-
reflection of the wrinkling AR coating can be enhanced efficiency
by the UV-induced wrinkles. The packaging of the thin film solar
cells with these wrinkling AR coatings results in appreciable device
performance improvement, which benefits from the decrease of
the light reflection and increase of optical paths in the photoactive
layer by the introduction of wrinkling pattern. It is believed that
this photo-induced self-wrinkling approach to create bio-inspired
pattern will find potential application in AR coating due to its facile
preparation and well compatibility with devices and operations
process.
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